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Intermolecular energy transfer in liquid water and its contribution
to heat conduction: A molecular dynamics study

Taku Oharaa)

Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai, 980-8577, Japan

~Received 11 March 1999; accepted 13 July 1999!

Intermolecular energy transfer~IET! is a dominant factor in heat conduction in liquid. The IET in
liquid water and its contribution to macroscopic heat conduction under a temperature gradient were
analyzed by a molecular dynamics simulation utilizing the extended simple point charge~SPC/E!
potential model. Intermolecular energy exchange rates~IEERs! for both the translational and
rotational motion of molecules were defined and their characteristics examined. The IEER of
hydrogen-bonded molecules and nonbonded molecules have different characteristics. The IEER
oscillates with a high amplitude and its time average, which is much smaller than the magnitude of
the IEER, gives the effective rate of the IET that contributes to macroscopic heat conduction. In the
present study, the effective rate of the IET was assumed to be proportional to the magnitude of the
IEER. Based on the characteristics of the IEER and the above supposition, contributions of the
translational and rotational IET between hydrogen-bonded molecules and nonbonded molecules to
macroscopic heat conduction were evaluated. The evaluated results were compared with the results
of a molecular dynamics~MD! simulation of heat conduction under a constant temperature gradient,
and good qualitative agreement between the predicted value and the simulated result was found. The
rotational IET was found to be dominant as compared with the translational IET, and the
contribution of hydrogen-bonded molecules to heat conduction was found to be relatively small.
The possibility of a mechanism that cancels the IET between distant molecules and the development
of a precise model for this mechanism were also discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!50138-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The molecular mechanism of heat conduction in liquid
of fundamental interest in many areas of science and te
nology. In particular, understanding the mechanism a
characteristics of heat conduction in water are importan
the fields of thermal engineering, life, and environmental s
ences. The significance of an understanding of the molec
mechanism is twofold. First, by understanding the mec
nism that determines thermal conductivity, we will be able
predict the influence of temperature, density, and impurit
such as ions, on thermal conductivity. Second, aside from
macroscopic heat conduction in continuum fluid, we w
have a greater understanding of the role of molecular-s
energy transfer in microscopic or nonequilibrium therm
phenomena. For example, the release of kinetic energy f
incident molecules at the liquid–vapor interface determi
the behavior of the molecules, which are either absorbed
the liquid phase or reflected back to the vapor phase.
characteristics of energy transfer at the solid–liquid int
face, which determines the thermal phenomena of liqu
filled micropores and microchannels, are also of interes
nanotechnology. The transfer of nonequilibrium energy i
very short time, which is related to the ultrarapid heating
materials by using a laser, is of interest to scientists in
field of thermal engineering. Understanding the molecu
mechanism of energy transfer in liquids will lead to ne

a!Electronic mail: ohara@ifs.tohoku.ac.jp
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insights into these thermal phenomena and their pract
applications where the continuum theory is no longer eff
tive.

Heat conduction in low-density gases is mainly due
molecular motion, which transports the kinetic energy
molecules. Energy exchange between gas molecules oc
instantly at the moment of binary collision and these char
teristics have also been identified in water.1 On the other
hand, in dense fluid, energy exchange between molec
occurs in the process of continuous interactions. Heat c
duction is mainly due to the interaction between molecul
which is especially significant at low temperatur
Molecular-scale structure is obvious in dense liquids, an
may influence the energy-transfer phenomenon.

A number of molecular dynamics~MD! studies have
been reported2–9 in which the thermal conductivity of pure
liquids2,3,5–8and binary mixtures3,4,9 is determined. The equi
librium MD2–4 with the Green–Kubo formula or the non
equilibrium MD5–9 were applied in these studies. Most of th
studies2–5,8,9are for simple liquids modeled by the Lennar
Jones potential, but some studies6,7 include polyatomic mol-
ecules and consider the rotational motion of molecul
There was good agreement among the studies for simple
uids, and the basic method to calculate the thermal cond
tivity by MD simulations appears to be established. Ho
ever, to the best of our knowledge, there have been
reports in which the characteristics of the intermolecular
ergy transfer~IET! are identified as an elementary process
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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heat conduction. Such a study would enable us to explore
only the thermal conductivity of liquids, but also their m
croscale energy-transfer characteristics based on our kn
edge of the microscopic structure of fluid. This may lead t
new technology of active control of energy-transfer char
teristics by changing the fluid structure.

In the present paper, the energy transfer between m
ecules in liquid water was analyzed, and the contribution
macroscopic heat conduction was determined. The role
the hydrogen bond in the heat conduction process is
discussed. In the next section, the intermolecular energy
change rate~IEER! between two molecules is defined usin
power acting on the two molecules according to the interm
lecular force and velocity of molecules. An ordinary equili
rium MD simulation was performed and the observed IE
was analyzed. In Sec. III, heat conduction characteristics
der a temperature gradient were estimated by utilizing
characteristics of the IEER, and the role of the hydrog
bond in the heat conduction process was determined. In
IV, MD simulations of heat conduction under a consta
temperature gradient were used to verify the estimation
defined in Sec. III. The results are discussed in Sec. V.

II. ENERGY EXCHANGE BETWEEN MOLECULES

In the present study, the magnitude of the energy
change between two molecules is evaluated as follows u
the pair-potential approximation.

With regard to the translational motion of a moleculei,
the rate of increase of kinetic energy,Ėk,i

trans, equals the
power due to the force acting on the moleculei,

Ėk,i
trans5

]Ek,i
trans

]t
5Fi•ni . ~1!

Heret andni denote the time and velocity vector of molecu
i, respectively. Superscript trans and subscriptk represent the
translational motion and kinetic energy, respectively. T
force vector acting on the moleculei, Fi , is a resultant force
from intermolecular forces between moleculei and all the
other moleculesj, Fi j . Then,Ėk,i

transis expressed as the sum
the contribution of all the other moleculesj,

Ėk,i
trans5Fi•ni5(

j
Fi j •ni5(

j
Ėk,i j

trans, ~2!

whereĖk,i j
trans5Fi j •ni . With regard to rotational motion of the

molecule, the expression given below is derived in a sim
way to Eq.~2!,

Ėk,i
rot5(

j
Ni j •vi5(

j
Ėk,i j

rot , ~3!

whereĖk,i j
rot 5Ni j •vi . Here,Ni j andvi are the torque acting

on the moleculei due to j and the angular velocity of the
moleculei, respectively. Superscript rot represents the ro
tional motion.

The increase in the kinetic energy of a moleculei result-
ing from the interaction between two moleculesi and j is
evaluated by the aboveĖk,i j

trans and Ėk,i j
rot . In addition to the

increase in the kinetic energy, changes in the intermolec
loaded 27 Sep 2011 to 130.34.134.250. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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potential energy should also be included. The rate of incre
in the intermolecular potential energy between the two m
eculesi and j, Ėp,i j , follows the equation below,

Ėk,i j
trans1Ėk, j i

trans1Ėk,i j
rot 1Ėk, j i

rot 1Ėp,i j 50, ~4!

whereEp,i j is the intermolecular potential energy andĖp,i j

5]Ep,i j /]t. In the present study, the rate of increase in
intermolecular potential energy,Ėp,i j , is divided into the
two contributions, the contribution of the translational m
tion of molecules and that of the rotational motion of mo
ecules. The two contributions, denoted byĖp,i j

trans and Ėp,i j
rot ,

respectively, are defined as follows:

Ėp,i j
trans52~Ėk,i j

trans1Ėk, j i
trans!,

~5!
Ėp,i j

rot 52~Ėk,i j
rot 1Ėk, j i

rot !,

whereĖp,i j
trans1Ėp,i j

rot 5Ėp,i j . The rates of increase in the inte
molecular potential energy,Ėp,i j

trans and Ėp,i j
rot , are distributed

to the two moleculesi andj equally. Now the intermolecula
energy exchange rate~IEER! from a moleculej to a molecule
i, which is denoted byq̇i j , is evaluated by a sum of th
increase rate of kinetic energy of the moleculei due toj and
a half of the increase rate of intermolecular potential ene
between moleculesi and j as follows:

q̇i j
trans5Ėk,i j

trans1 1
2 Ėp,i j

trans5 1
2 ~Ėk,i j

trans2Ėk, j i
trans!,

~6!
q̇i j

rot5Ėk,i j
rot 1 1

2 Ėp,i j
rot 5 1

2 ~Ėk,i j
rot 2Ėk, j i

rot !.

In the present paper,q̇i j
transandq̇i j

rot are called the translationa
IEER and the rotational IEER, respectively. The express
of Eq. ~6! gives thatq̇i j 52q̇ j i , which is suitable to our
image that a certain amount of energy transfers from a m
ecule to the other.

To examine characteristics of the IEER, MD simulatio
were performed. The exchange of energy between molec
always occurs even in conditions of thermal equilibrium,
though the time average of the IEER is zero. Therefore,
ordinary equilibrium MD simulation is enough to examin
the magnitude of the IEER.

In the MD simulation, water molecules modeled by t
SPC/E potential,10 one of the most successful potential mo
els for liquid water using a rigid molecule, were arranged
a cubic cell with a three-dimensional periodical bounda
condition. Long-range electrostatic forces were treated by
Ewald summation technique.11

Simulations were performed mainly for saturated liqu
at several temperatures. The saturated liquid density of
SPC/E water is given by Guissani and Guillot,12 and the
critical point was determined in their report to be 651.7
and 326 kg/m3. The simulations were performed at seve
temperatures, ranging from a temperature slightly above
triple point to a temperature slightly above the critical poi
as shown in Table I. The number of molecules arranged
the basic cell is also indicated in Table I.

For each condition, 40 000 steps with constant total
ergy were devoted for analysis after aging of the system
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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20 000 steps while keeping the temperature constant.
applied time step was 0.25 fs. During the simulations,
IEERs, q̇i j

trans and q̇i j
rot , were acquired for each molecula

combination at each step. The distances between the
molecules were also measured simultaneously. Histogr
were obtained separately for pairs of hydrogen-bonded m
ecules and those having no hydrogen bond between th
The hydrogen bond was defined to exist between molec
whose intermolecular potential energy was lower than
310220J.

The probability distributions of the translational IEE
and the rotational IEER between water molecules atT
5300 K are shown in Fig. 1. The figures indicate the pro
ability of the IEER when the two molecules are at a cert
distance apart. Information of the radial distribution of mo
ecules is eliminated. Since the distributions for positive a
negative values are symmetrical, only the distributions
positive values are shown in the figure.

These results suggest that the IEERs are well correl
with intermolecular distances. As shown in Fig. 1~a!, a kink
was found in the distributions of the translational IEE
which is thought to be due to the characteristics of the
drogen bond. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the probab
distribution of the translational IEER for hydrogen-bond
pairs of molecules and those for nonbonded pairs. These
sults suggest that the kink in Fig. 1~a! comes from hydrogen
bonded molecules. The intermolecular force betwe
hydrogen-bonded molecules approaches zero at the equ
rium distance~52.8 Å! and then the IEER shows a marke
decrease.

Average absolute values of the IEERs atT5300 K are
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of intermolecular distance. T
translational and rotational IEERs are plotted in the figure
hydrogen-bonded molecules and nonbonded molecules.
translational IEER is greater than the rotational IEER o
around the closest distance between the molecules~;2.5 Å!.
At greater distances, the rotational IEER is higher than
translational IEER. Also, the slope of the decrease of
rotational IEER is less than that of the translational IEE
Therefore, the difference between the rotational IEER a
the translational IEER is larger at greater distances.

At higher temperatures, the translational and rotatio
IEERs are larger for both the hydrogen-bonded pairs and
nonbonded pairs. The average values are proportional to

TABLE I. Simulated state points and numbers of molecules arranged in
system.

Target
temperature

K

Resulting
temperature

K
Density
kg/m3

Number of
molecules

300 303 998 2048
350 353 970 2000
400 399 930 1900
450 452 870 1800
500 505 800 1600
550 551 710 1500
600 597 580 1200
650 655 330 700
660 661 290 1024
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square root of the temperature, since average velocity of
molecules increases according to the increase in tempera
The curves in Fig. 3 maintain their shapes as the tempera
increases fromT5300 to 660 K. However, the kink in the
curve of the translational IEER that is formed due
hydrogen-bonded molecules is less remarkable at hig
temperatures.

III. ESTIMATION OF HEAT CONDUCTION
CHARACTERISTICS

The IEERs described in Sec. II are instantaneous val
but the effective amount of energy transferred between
molecules is given by the integration of the IEERs ove
certain period of time. In the thermal equilibrium state sim

e

FIG. 1. Probability distribution of the intermolecular energy exchange ra
~IEERs! between water molecules atT5300 K as a function of their dis-
tance. ~a! Translational IEER~upper figure!, ~b! rotational IEER~lower
figure!.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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lated in Sec. II, there is no dominant direction in the tim
integration of the IEERs. Therefore, at a macroscopic le
there is not a substantial amount of energy transferred in
liquid. On the other hand, in the case of heat conduct
under a macroscopic temperature gradient, a certain direc
is thought to become slightly dominant in the IEERs. The
fore, time integration of the IEERs gives a nonzero mac
scopic energy transfer.

Understanding the relationship between the IEERs
the rate of the substantial energy transfer between two m
ecules is the key for evaluating macroscopic heat conduc
under a temperature gradient by utilizing the characteris
of the IEERs. Let us consider two molecules in liquid with
macroscopic temperature gradient. Initially, each molec

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of the translational intermolecular ene
exchange rates~IEERs! at T5300 K as a function of intermolecular dis
tance.~a! Between hydrogen-bonded molecules~left figure!, ~b! between
nonbonded molecules~right figure!.

FIG. 3. Average absolute values of the intermolecular energy exchange
~IEER! at T5300 K observed between hydrogen-bonded water molec
and nonbonded molecules. The translational and rotational IEERs are
ted with thin and thick lines, respectively.
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has a different time-averaged kinetic energy according to
temperature gradient. Once their interaction commences
exchange of kinetic energy between the molecules is
peated with oscillatory IEERs, and the kinetic energy of t
two molecules averaged over a sufficient period of tim
tends to be equal. In the above process, the initial differe
in the time-averaged kinetic energy between the molecu
due to the macroscopic temperature gradient disappears
this process is recognized as heat conduction. The rate o
above energy diffusion process is thought to be determi
by the IEER. This is true even in cases where the motion
the two molecules is influenced by many other molecules
we assume that this influence is random and does not h
any correlation with the interaction between the two m
ecules. Based on the above, we assume that the effective
of IET, Q̇i j , which causes macroscopic heat conduction
rectly, is proportional to the magnitude of the IEER,

Q̇̄i j 5C•uq̇i j u ~7!

where¯ represents the average over molecules.

C is a proportionality constant.Q̇̄i j is much smaller than
uq̇i j u, so that influence of the magnitude of the temperat
gradient on the above-mentioned heat conduction proce
negligible. Therefore,C is proportional to the macroscopi
temperature gradient in the liquid, which is consistent w
Fourier’s law.

Based on the above supposition, the heat conduc
characteristics of liquid under a temperature gradient are a
lyzed in terms of the IET. This allows us to examine the ra
of the translational and rotational IET and the contribution
hydrogen bonds to the macroscopic heat conduction. T
factors should be considered in determining the rate of m
roscopic heat conduction by integrating the contribution
IET. The first factor is number of paths of the IET. Numb
of moleculesj in a shell around a moleculei whose radius
and thickness arer i j andDr i j , respectively, is proportiona
to rNg(r i j )r i j

2 Dr i j , whererN andg(r i j ) denote the numbe
density of molecules and the radial distribution function,
spectively. This is substituted for the number of paths of
IET. The other factor is the rate of effective energy trans
per path, where the effective rate of the IET is assumed to
proportional to the IEER, as indicated by Eq.~7!. Conse-
quently, an expression for the effective energy transfer r
caused by the IET in liquid according to a temperature g
dient is derived as follows. Here, the energy that is tra
ferred in a unit period of time to a moleculei from all the
moleculesj whose distance from the moleculei is r i j , is

denoted byQ̇̄i(r i j ). Q̇̄i(r i j ) is given by

Q̇̄i~r i j !5C8rNQ̇̄i j ~r i j !g~r i j !r i j
2 Dr i j , ~8!

whereQ̇̄i j (r i j ) is given by Eq.~7!. As it will appear later in
Eq. ~12!, the contribution of the IET between moleculesi
and j to macroscopic heat flux averaged in a volume sho

be weighted byr i j . Therefore,r i j Q̇̄i(r i j ) indicate the contri-
bution to macroscopic heat flux. Now, the contribution of t
IET of the whole molecular system to heat flux is given
follows:

ate
s

ot-
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Q̇̄~r !5rNE
r i j 50

r

r i j Q̇̄i~r i j !dri j

5C8rN
2 E

r i j 50

r

Q̇̄i j ~r i j !g~r i j !r i j
3 dri j . ~9!

Q̇̄(r ) represents the contribution of the IET between m
ecules whose distance is shorter thanr to the macroscopic

heat conduction.Q̇̄(`) represents the whole contribution o
the IET. They have a dimension of heat flux, i.e., energy
unit period of time and unit area.C8 is a proportionality
constant.

However,Q̇̄(r ) given by Eq.~9! does not converge eve
at an infinite value ofr becauseuq̇i j

rotu is approximately pro-
portional tor i j

23, as shown in Fig. 3. This fact suggests th
contribution of the IET from a long distance is smaller th
expected, as the mechanism is discussed later in Sec. V
incorporate this effect into the model, the2mth power of the
intermolecular distance is introduced to Eq.~9!, which ap-
parently reduces the contribution from a long distance. N
the modified equation is

Q̇̄~r !5C9rN
2 E

r i j 50

r

Q̇̄i j ~r i j !g~r i j !r i j
32mdri j

5C9rN
2 E

r i j 50

r

Q̇̄i j ~r i j !g~r i j !r i j
n dri j , ~10!

wheren532m. To keep the consistency in dimensions

Q̇̄(r ), C9 has dimensions of (length)m. Since the existence
of infinite thermal conductivity is unrealistic, the indexn
should be much lower than 3. Based on the above discus
we assume a value ofn51 for the present study. The valu
of n and the influence of a smallern on the results will be
discussed later.

Using the MD simulations described in Sec. II, the a
erage value of the IEER,uq̇i j u(r i j ), was obtained separatel
for all pairs, only hydrogen-bonded pairs, and nonbond
pairs of water molecules. Both the translational and ro

FIG. 4. Radial distribution functiong(r ) at T5300 K for molecules which
are hydrogen bonded to the center molecule, those which are not hydr
bonded, and all molecules.
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tional IEERs based on the above classification are show
Fig. 3. The radial distribution functions are obtained for va
ous temperatures according to the above classification. A
example, those forT5300 K are shown in Fig. 4. Using

these functions for Eq.~10! gives us theQ̇̄(r ) for the trans-
lational and rotational IET due to the contributions of t
hydrogen-bonded pairs and the nonbonded pairs separa

Figure 5 shows the ratio ofQ̇̄(r ) for each contribution to

the totalQ̇̄(`) for T5300 and 660 K.Q̇̄(`) is evaluated at
r 530 Å. As shown in the figure, the IET from molecule
farther than 20 Å still contributes to total heat conductio
The contribution of IET from distant molecules cannot
neglected, especially in the rotational energy transfer.

Ratios of the translational and rotational IET to the to

Q̇̄(`) and ratios of the IET between hydrogen-bonded m
ecules and nonbonded molecules are shown in Table II
n51 and 0. In the case ofn51, it is remarkable that the
contribution of hydrogen-bonded molecules is not domina
This contribution is smaller than that of nonbonded m

en

FIG. 5. Heat conduction of water contributed by intermolecular ene
transfer~IET! between molecules whose distance is shorter thanr, which is

given by Q̇̄(r ) in Eq. ~10! with n51. Contribution of hydrogen-bonded
pairs of molecules and nonbonded pairs are plotted as ratios to the

value,Q̇̄(`). Contributions of the translational and rotational IET are plo
ted with thin and thick lines, respectively.~a! T5300 K ~upper figure!, ~b!
T5660 K ~lower figure!.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ecules, especially in the rotational IET, and decreases fur
as temperature increases. Over 80% of the total IET
caused by the rotational IET, regardless of temperature.
result is in contrast to a report by Wang and co-workers7 that
the rotational IET does not contribute to heat conduction
all in their studies for carbon dioxide. In the case ofn50, the
contribution of hydrogen-bonded molecules increases
cause the contribution from distant molecules decreases

An illustration of the temperature dependency of the

tal heat flux, Q̇̄(`), is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function o
temperature. As temperature increases fromT5300 K,

Q̇̄(`) increases slightly and attains a maximum value aT
5350 K. This local maximum results from a balance b
tween two factors; as temperature increases,uq̇i j (r i j )u in-

creases, which increasesQ̇̄(r ), and, simultaneously, numbe

density of the liquid,rN , decreases, which reducesQ̇̄(r ).
The thermal conductivity of real water is also plotted

the figure to compare the temperature dependency. The

TABLE II. Estimation of ratio of the translational and rotational interm
lecular energy transfer~IET! and contribution of hydrogen-bonded pairs

molecules. These are given byQ̇̄(r ) in Eq. ~10! with r 530 Å for n51 and
0.

T5300 K
n51 n50

Translational IET Rotational IET Translational IET Rotational IE

14% 86% 17% 82%
HB non-HB HB non-HB HB non-HB HB non-HB
45% 55% 27% 73% 55% 45% 42% 58%
T5660 K

15% 85% 18% 82%
HB non-HB HB non-HB HB non-HB HB non-HB
39% 61% 25% 75% 45% 55% 35% 65%

FIG. 6. Total contribution of intermolecular energy transfer~IET! to heat

conduction,Q̇̄(`), given by Eq.~10! with n51, as a function of tempera
ture. Contribution of the translational and rotational IET are indicated. Th
mal conductivity of real water at a saturated liquid state and a supercri
state are also plotted for comparison of temperature dependency. The s
critical state of real water plotted in the figure is the pseudocritical poin
660 K.
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are for saturated liquid at various temperatures and a ps
ocritical point at T5660 K and densityr5298 kg/m3. A
maximum value also appears for real water, but the temp
ture at maximum thermal conductivity is 400 K, which
higher than that of our estimation by Eq.~10!. This tendency
can be understood by considering energy transport accor
to the molecular motion. As discussed in the next section,
heat conduction of fluid is composed of two contribution
One is the IET, which is dominant in low-temperature li
uids and has been analyzed in the present paper. The oth
caused by the motion of molecules that transports kinetic
potential energy by themselves. Thus, the thermal conduc
ity of real water plotted in Fig. 6 indicates the combine
contributions of the IET and energy transport by the m
ecules themselves. The former was evaluated by Eq.~10! and
plotted in the figure. The latter is considered to be large
higher temperature due to the increase in the motion of m
ecules. Therefore, this contribution shifts the maximum po
toward higher temperatures. This suggests that the estima
of the IET in the present study is consistent qualitative
with the experimental observation of real water.

IV. MD SIMULATION OF HEAT CONDUCTION UNDER
A CONSTANT TEMPERATURE GRADIENT

In order to test the validity of the estimation described
Sec. III, nonequilibrium MD~NEMD! simulations of heat
conduction were performed. In order to determine the th
mal conductivity, most NEMD studies introduce a fictitiou
field to drive heat flux13 by adding special terms to the equ
tion of molecular motion. The alternative method is to intr
duce to the system a real temperature gradient and heat
This can be achieved by keeping the temperature at each
of the calculation cell at different levels14 or supplying a
certain amount of energy to one end region of the calcula
cell and simultaneously withdrawing the same amount
energy from the other end region.8 The method for introduc-
ing a fictitious field may not be appropriate for the prese
study because the influence of the fictitious field on the ch
acteristics of IET is not fully understood. Therefore, we us
a real temperature gradient in the system.

The applied system is represented in Fig. 7. A rectan
lar cell with a square cross section contains 1024 water m
ecules modeled by the SPC/E potential. The temperature

r-
al
er-
t

FIG. 7. Simulation system for heat conduction under a constant tempera
gradient.
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dient is given in thex direction. The length of the cell in the
x direction is twice the length of they andz direction. Peri-
odic boundary conditions are applied in they andz direction.
For each end face of the basic cell in thex direction, forces
from the face acting on the molecules prevent them fr
escaping the cell passing through the end face. For this
pose, the Lennard-Jones~12-6! potential was applied to all o
the molecules according to the distance between the m
ecule and the end face.

The simulation conditions are shown in Table III. A tem
perature gradient was formed in the liquid, with heating a
cooling regions set at each end of the rectangular cell.
velocity of all water molecules in these regions was sca
during the simulation to maintain the average temperatur
TH and TL . During the 100 000 step aging process of t
system, the center region between the heating and coo
regions was divided into ten slabs, and the average temp
ture of each slab was maintained by velocity scaling, for
ing the temperature gradient. After aging of the system
simulation of one or two million steps was performed f
two conditions. The data from the initial 100 000 steps w
abandoned and next 900 000 steps or 1 900 000 steps
analyzed. During the simulation, temperature controls w
applied to each slab for 10 steps at every 1000 steps.

In the simulation, the most important factor affectin
heat conduction is the direct interaction between molecu
that are less than 20 Å apart. Therefore, the Ewald sum
tion technique was not used, and the intermolecular for
were evaluated only for images of minimum distance, wh
saves the CPU more than 20% of the time it takes to ca
late the intermolecular forces.

In many reports in which heat flux is evaluated by M
simulations, the heat flux is calculated based on the follo
ing equation:

JQ,xSyz5(
i

~Ei /1!
nx,i

unx,i u
1

1

2

3(
i

(
j

~ni•Fi j 1vi•Ni j !
xi j

uxi j u
. ~11!

Here,JQ,x andSyz represent heat flux and the area of cont
surface which is perpendicular to the heat flux, respectiv
Ei represents energy held by moleculei, which is given by
the sum of the kinetic and potential energy. The first term
the right side of Eq.~11! represents the energy transpo
caused by the motion of the molecules itself and the( is the
sum of the energy transport of all molecules which p
through the control surface in a unit period of time. T
second term represents the energy transferred through
control surface due to the interaction between molecu

TABLE III. Simulation condition for the steady heat conduction.

TH

K
TL

K
r

kg/m3
Lx

Å
Number
of steps

320 300 998 50 2 million
680 640 290 75 1 million
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which is equivalent to the definition of the IEER. The( is
the sum of the IET between all pairs of molecules whi
hold the control surface between them.

In most cases, the following equation is applied for pra
tical use, which is derived by integrating Eq.~11! over a
certain length in the direction of the heat flux,x,

JQ,xV5(
i

Einx,i1
1

2 (
i

(
j

xi j* ~ni•Fi j 1vi•Ni j !. ~12!

Equation ~12! gives the heat flux averaged over a cont
volume,V. In the present simulation, a control volume wi
a width of 8 Å is located at the center of the cell in thex
direction and the heat flux is evaluated by Eq.~12!. The first
( on the right side of Eq.~12! is the sum of all molecules
that are contained in the control volume. The(( is the sum
of all pairs of molecules with the condition that the lin
connecting the two molecules penetrates anyyz plain in-
cluded in the control volume. In cases where only part of
connecting line is contained in the control volume, i.e., o
or both of the two molecules are located out of the cont
volume, thenxi j* is x length of the part of the connecting lin
contained in the control volume.

The thermal conductivity obtained from the simulatio
and the ratio of the contribution of molecular interactio
given by the second term on the right side of Eq.~12! to the
total heat flux are shown in Table IV. There is fair agreem
between the simulated results and the data for real water.
contribution of the IET is 0.91 W/~mK! at T5300– 320 K
and 0.13 W/~mK! at T5640– 680 K. The ratio of these val
ues is 7:1. As shown in Fig. 6, the predicted value from E
~10! of the ratio of the IET atT5300 K to the IET atT
5660 K is 6.4. There is good agreement between these
values, which suggests that the temperature dependenc
the heat conduction due to the IET is predicted by Eq.~10!
satisfactorily.

Although direct verification of the validity of Eqs.~7!
and~10! would be ideal, we found that the present simulati
of one or two million steps is not sufficient for that purpos
At least several million steps may be required to obtain r
able data as a function of intermolecular distance. Theref
we obtained the ratio of the translational and rotational IE
to their total, and further determined the relative contrib
tions of the hydrogen-bonded molecules and nonbon
molecules. These data correspond to those of Table II
are shown in Table V.

The results predicted by Eq.~10! shown in Table II and
the simulated results in Table V agree qualitatively in t
following manner. The rotational IET is dominant in the tot

TABLE IV. Results of the simulation: Thermal conductivity and ratio of th
intermolecular energy transfer~IET! to the total heat flux, including the
contribution of molecular motion.

T
K

Thermal conductivity
W/~mK!

Ratio of
IETResult Real water

300–320 0.95 0.6 96%
640–680 0.28 0.32 45%
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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IET at both temperatures. The contribution of the IET b
tween hydrogen-bonded molecules is limited especially
the rotational IET, and this contribution decreases as t
perature increases. These characteristics were observed
simulation and were successfully predicted by Eq.~10!, as
shown in Table II.

Generally, the predicted results withn51 agree with the
simulated results better than the predicted results withn
50. However, especially for the case ofT5300 K, there are
two major quantitative discrepancies between the predic
results withn51 and the simulated results. One is the ra
of the translational and rotational IETs to the total IET. T
translational IET is underestimated in the prediction. T
other discrepancy is the underestimation of the ratio of
contribution of hydrogen-bonded molecules for the trans
tional IET atT5300 K, while the contribution of hydrogen
bonded molecules for the rotational IET was accurately p
dicted. These problems will be discussed in the next sect

V. DISCUSSION

In the present paper, heat conduction in liquid water d
to the interaction between molecules has been modeled u
the concept of IET based on the characteristics of the IE
and the effective rate of IET. Using our model, the predic
results agreed qualitatively with simulated results. In orde
improve our predictions, we will discuss modifications to o
model.

It was stated in Sec. III that the indexn in Eq. ~10! must
be lower than 3, although two possible factors suggest
n53. A good correlation was found when the predict
value from Eq.~10! whenn51 ~Table II! and the results of
the heat conduction simulation~Table V! were compared.
One exception was the ratio of the contribution of hydrog
bonded molecules and nonbonded molecules to the
translational IET atT5300 K. These facts suggest that the
is a mechanism to cancel the energy transfer between

ecules that are far apart, which reducesr i j
n Q̇̄i j (r i j ) in Eq. ~10!

when r i j is large. One possible mechanism is described
low. Figure 8 is a sketch of the radial distribution functio
Let us think about the translational IET between a cen
molecule, C, and surrounding molecules in the first and s
ond neighbor shells, 1 and 2, respectively. The effective

of the translational IET between molecules C and 1,Q̇̄C1, is
positive on average as well as the translational IET betw

molecules 1 and 2,Q̇̄12. Here the word positive means th

TABLE V. Results of the simulation: Ratio of the translational and ro
tional intermolecular energy transfer~IET! and contribution of hydrogen-
bonded pairs of molecules.

T5300– 320 K
Translational IET Rotational IET

35% 65%
HB non-HB HB non-HB
59% 41% 22% 78%
T5640– 680 K

22% 78%
HB non-HB HB non-HB
41% 59% 16% 84%
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the energy transfer is in the same direction as macrosc
heat conduction, i.e., from the high-temperature side to
low-temperature side. In contrast to the effective IET b
tween neighbor molecules, the effective IET between C a

2, Q̇̄C2, is rather complicated. The intermolecular force b
tween C and 2,FC2, has the same sign as that between 1 a
2, F12, when molecule 2 is in the outer half region of th
second neighbor shell indicated in Fig. 8 as 2o, i.e., they
both attractive forces. On the other hand,FC2 andF12 have
different signs in the inner half region of the second neigh
shell indicated in Fig. 8 as 2i.

F12 has much stronger influence on the motion of 2 th

FC2 and leads to a positive effective IET,Q̇̄12. Under such

circumstances, it is likely thatQ̇̄C2 is positive whenFC2 has

the same sign asF12, and Q̇̄C2 is negative whenFC2 has a

different sign thanF12. Consequently,Q̇̄C2 takes positive
and negative values in the outer and inner half regions of
second neighbor shell, respectively, and they practically c
cel each other out. This phenomenon occurs only for
translational IET at low temperatures, where a firm liqu
structure exists.

If the above phenomenon is taken into account in
prediction based on the effective rate of IET, this reduces
translational IET from molecules outside of the first neighb
shell. This makes the contribution of hydrogen-bonded m
ecules to the translational IET relatively larger, and one d
crepancy between the predicted value~Table II! and the
simulated result~Table V! mentioned in Sec. IV, which un
derestimated the contribution of hydrogen-bonded m
ecules, disappears.

On the other hand, the other discrepancy~the small con-
tribution of the translational IET relative to the rotation
IET! between the predicted value and the simulated resu
not solved by modifying the predicted value in the abov
mentioned manner. One possible reason for this discrepa
is that the same constantC was applied in Eq.~7!. The os-

FIG. 8. Influence of liquid structure on the effective intermolecular ene
transfer.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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cillations of the translational and rotational IEERs have d
ferent frequencies so that the energy transfer phenomeno
the process of oscillatory intermolecular energy excha
may have a different time constant. However, further
search will be needed to determineC quantitatively.

According to the considerations in Sec. III, the indexn
in Eq. ~10! should equal 3, if the interactions between
pairs of molecules occur independently. Instead, usingn
50 – 1 gives a predicted result that agrees with the simula
results. These results suggest the existence of a mecha
which reducesn virtually even in the rotational IET. Al-
though this may be due to cancellation of the contribution
distant molecules, further work will be required to elucida
the mechanism.

VI. CONCLUSION

Intermolecular energy transfer~IET! between water mol-
ecules, which is the dominant mechanism of heat conduc
in low-temperature liquid water, was analyzed. The interm
lecular energy exchange rate~IEER! was defined for the
translational and rotational IET and its magnitude was de
mined by MD simulations as a function of intermolecul
distance for hydrogen-bonded molecules and other type
intermolecular interactions. Based on the supposition that
effective rate of the IET which contributes to macrosco
heat conduction under a temperature gradient is proporti
to the IEER, heat conduction characteristics in liquid wa
were analyzed. The results suggest that the rotational IE
dominant and contribution of IET between hydrogen-bond
molecules is limited. These results were verified qualitativ
by MD simulation of heat conduction under a constant te
perature gradient.
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A direct verification of Eqs.~7! and ~10! by the MD
simulations is now being performed for simple fluid and w
ter. The results will be reported in the near future with new
models which take into account the influence of liquid stru
ture on the IET.
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